This Article demonstrates that one important goal of copyright infringement cases is the achievement of corrective justice.
understanding the function of copyright infringement cases requires consideration of the purposes of tort law generally, 6 of which there are two: the promotion of economic welfare and the achievement of corrective justice. 7 The former theory states that tort law is a tool for maximizing welfare. 8 As accidents are costly for society, tort law exists to deter people from causing them in inefficient amounts. 9 [Vol. 16:2:251 Nevertheless, it is unlikely that this is the only function of the law. Standing alone, the economic goal does not justify a central feature of tort law, i.e. the relationship between the plaintiff and defendant. 10 It does not explain why the defendant should pay this particular plaintiff a remedy. 11 All that is needed to deter people from causing accidents is to make the defendant pay a penalty to someone when his conduct results in injury. 12 It does not matter greatly to the defendant who that someone is. 13 The deterrence rationale will equally be fulfilled if the defendant's inefficient actions result in him paying a criminal fine, civil damages, or a donation to a third party (e.g., a charity). 14 Tort scholars typically explain this feature by appealing to tort's second function: corrective justice. 15 The relationship between the plaintiff and defendant exists because those who cause another harm have a duty to correct that harm. 16 The desirability of correction itself flows from the importance of equality. 17 People are equally entitled to the resources they hold (including their property and legal rights). 18 When people interact with one another, they ought to respect the equality of the other individual. 19 Tortious conduct is wrongful because it creates an inequality. 20 The action allows the tortfeasor to gain something at the expense of the victim. 21 For example, if a tortfeasor steals a car, he gains what the victim loses: a car. The law exists to correct the resulting inequality. 22 By making the defendant compensate the plaintiff, the law removes the wrongful gain and the wrongful loss arising from the interaction. 23 The remedy puts the parties back into their original positions and restores the antecedent equilibrium. 24 Tort therefore is not merely about efficiency; it is also about equity. 25 Copyright scholars and lawmakers typically say that copyright is also an economic tool for welfare maximization. 26 Society enjoys literary and artistic works, but these works may be underproduced due to a market failure. 27 Creating works entails high fixed costs. 28 Authors 29 must invest extensive resources, such as time and money, to produce the work's first copy. 30 Many authors would not undertake such an investment if they could not later recover those costs. 31 Copyright solves this problem by providing the author with market exclusivity, allowing him to sell subsequent copies of the work at a price above marginal cost. 32 For perspectives on both efficiency and equity considerations in tort, see, for example, Robert D. Cooter, Liberty, Efficiency, and Law, 50 L. & CONTEMP. PROBS. 141 (1987) ; Richard A. Posner, The Concept of Corrective Justice in Recent Theories of Tort Law, 10 J. LEGAL STUD. 187 (1981) [hereinafter Posner, The Concept of Corrective Justice]; Richard A. Posner, The Ethical and Political Basis of the Efficiency Norm in Common Law Adjudication, 8 HOFSTRA L. REV. 487 (1979) ; Richard A. Posner, Utilitarianism, Economics, and Legal Theory, 8 J. LEGAL STUD. 103 (1979) ; Gary T. Schwartz, Mixed Theories of Tort Law: Affirming Both Deterrence and Corrective Justice, 75 TEX. L. REV. 1801 REV. (1997 ; Ernest J. Weinrib, Deterrence and Corrective Justice, 50 UCLA L. REV. 621 (2002) [hereinafter Weinrib, Deterrence and Corrective Justice] .
26. See, e.g., RICHARD WATT, COPYRIGHT AND ECONOMIC THEORY: FRIENDS OR FOES? 11-15 (2000) ; Stanley M. Besen & Leo J. Raskind, An Introduction to the Law and Economics of Intellectual Property, 5 J. ECON. PERSPECTIVES 3, 5-6 (1991) ; Dan L. Burk, Law and Economics of Intellectual Property: In Search of First Principles, 8 ANN. REV. L. & SOC. SCI. 397 (2012) ; Wendy J. Gordon, Fair Use as Market Failure: A Structural and Economic Analysis of the Betamax Case and its Predecessors, 82 COLUM. L. REV. 1600 REV. , 1610 REV. -14 (1982 [hereinafter Gordon, Fair Use]; William M. Landes & Richard A. Posner, An Economic Analysis of Copyright Law, 18 J. LEGAL STUD. 325, 325-33 (1989) [Vol. 16:2:251 and gives him an incentive to produce the work in the first place. 33 When infringement threatens his ability to recover the creative investment, the author can sue the infringer as a second-best way to recover his lost fixed costs. It is often unrecognized, however, that the economic goal is unlikely to be the only function of copyright infringement suits. Once again, the economic goal does not justify the relationship between the two relevant parties. The economic theory does not state why the author must receive compensation from this particular infringer. If the only goal of copyright is to incentivize the author to create works, all the author needs is a reward for creation. It does not matter particularly where that reward comes from. 34 The government could subsidize creation, or prizes could be awarded for the publication of popular works. 35 In both cases, the author would have an incentive to 33. See, e.g., Feist Publ'ns, Inc. v. Rural Tel. Serv. Co., 499 U.S. 340, 349 (1991) ("The primary objective of copyright is not to reward the labor of authors, but '[t] o promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts.'" (alteration in original) (quoting U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8) (citing Twentieth Century Music Corp. v. Aiken, 422 U.S. 151, 156 (1975) )); Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc. v. Nation Enters., 471 U. S. 539, 546 (1985) ("It is evident that the monopoly granted by copyright actively served its intended purpose of inducing the creation of new material of potential historical value."); Sony Corp. of Am. v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U. S. 417, 429 (1984) (stating that copyright is "intended to motivate the creative activity of authors and inventors by the provision of a special reward"); Twentieth Century Music Corp. v. Aiken, 422 U. S. 151, 156 (1975) ("The immediate effect of our copyright law is to secure a fair return for an 'author's' creative labor. But the ultimate aim is, by this incentive, to stimulate artistic creativity for the general public good."); United States v. Paramount Pictures, Inc., 334 U. S. 131, 158 (1948) ("It is said that reward to the author or artist serves to induce release to the public of the products of his creative genius."); Stewart E. Sterk, Rhetoric and Reality in Copyright Law, 94 MICH. L. REV. 1197 , 1203 (1996 ("[I] t is incentive language that pervades the Supreme Court's copyright jurisprudence.").
34. This is demonstrated by the current discussion on alternative compensation mechanisms for authors where some academics favor abandoning the current copyright system in favor of an alternative system, which does not require authors to sue infringers. See, e.g., WILLIAM W. FISHER III, PROMISES TO KEEP: TECHNOLOGY, LAW, AND THE FUTURE OF ENTERTAINMENT 199-258 (2004) Books, Photocopies, and Computer Programs, 84 HARV. L. REV. 281, 281-91 (1970) (discussing the potential for government grants and prizes to accomplish the goals of copyright); Ruth Towse, Copyright and Artists: A View from Cultural Economics, 20 J. ECON. SURVEYS 567 (2006) . This discussion also is found in patent law. See, e.g create. 36 Even if copyright is preferable to these methods, there is no particular reason why it is the infringer who should compensate the author. The author's incentives will be equally secure if, upon infringement, he is compensated by a government-compensation scheme, an insurance policy, or a random third party. All that is required is compensation from someone.
This Article argues that the relationship between author and infringer stems from copyright's second function: the correction of past injustices. 37 The law initially recognizes the author's copyright for a number of reasons: some economic, 38 some based on natural rights, 39 and others based on visions of a good society. 40 When a user interacts with the work, that user ought to respect the legitimate rights of the author. In turn, the author must equally respect the rights of the user, such as fair use. 41 When the user infringes copyright, he creates 36.
Some authors go as far as to say the existence of modern peer-to-peer technology makes copying so easy that we must partially abandon the traditional copyright protection model in favor of greater reliance on compulsory licensing. See, e.g., Neil W. Netanel, 17 (Stephen R. Munzer, ed., 2001); Neil W. Netanel, Copyright and a Democratic Civil Society, 106 YALE L.J. 283 (1996) .
41. See 17 U.S.C. § 107 (2012) .
[Vol. 16:2:251 an inequality. The author loses something and the infringer gains something. The author loses the work's market value, while the copyist receives a copy of the work without obtaining the author's consent and without paying the relevant license fee. The law operates to correct the wrongful losses and gains made. By making the infringer compensate the author, the law annuls the inequality and puts the parties back into the positions they occupied prior to the infringement. While copyright scholars have recently expressed the need to supplement society's views of copyright with noneconomic theories, 42 the academy has overlooked the importance of corrective justice. This is a serious failing. While this Article does not claim corrective justice is the sole purpose of copyright infringement cases, it does assert that corrective justice is important and too easily forgotten. Maximizing welfare may well be the primary purpose of the law, but it is pursued subject to the constraints of fairness and individual responsibility imposed by copyright infringement's secondary goal: corrective justice. When scholars and lawmakers forget this function of copyright, the law can become unfair. This Article will highlight three example areas in which the law is currently unjust from a corrective justice perspective: the availability of statutory damages for willful infringement in civil cases, attorney's fees, and mass copyright-infringement suit settlements.
Part I summarizes the literature on tort's purposes. While the economic theory struggles to explain the relationship between the plaintiff and defendant, corrective justice theory explains this relationship intuitively. Part II discusses the purposes of copyright infringement law. Again, the economic theory does not satisfactorily explain the relationship between the author and infringer, but the corrective justice theory illuminates this aspect of the law. Part III considers three areas where the law currently fails to achieve corrective justice and demonstrates how the law ought to be reformed.
I. CORRECTIVE JUSTICE IN TORT LAW

A. The Economic Theory of Tort Law
Accidents negatively affect welfare. To reduce the number of accidents, tort law exists to deter unreasonably dangerous conduct. 43
42.
See By making a tortfeasor responsible for the harm he causes, the law encourages people to internalize the costs of their actions, thus providing private incentives to prevent the accident. 44 This process is most clearly observed in strict-liability cases, such as liability for ultra-hazardous blasting. 45 A person who deliberately causes an explosion will be liable for any harm that results. 46 If the blasting harms a neighboring house, for example, the blaster must compensate the owner for the harm. 47 The blaster therefore takes these potential costs into account and will try to reduce the risk to nearby people and property.
This does not mean that tort law attempts to prevent all harm in all instances. Often the cost of prevention will outweigh the costs of the accident itself. 48 A common example is that of driving cars. Automobiles cause many accidents that could be eliminated by making motoring illegal. Naturally, such laws are not passed because the costs of prohibiting automobiles would outweigh the benefits of preventing accidents. In these cases, the law tries to minimize the aggregate costs of two variables: the cost of the accident and the costs of prevention. 49 Under a strict-liability standard, the defendant assumes responsibility for the costs of the accident and the costs of prevention and will accordingly act in a way to minimize that cost. 50 But more commonly, this tradeoff exists in the domain of negligence law. 51 In such cases, the defendant shall only be liable for actions that are "unreasonable" (i.e., when the costs of the accident are greater than the costs of preventing the accident). 52 For example, imagine a patron 44.
COOTER & ULEN, supra note 8, at 325 (the economic essence of tort is that it internalizes externalities, thus providing the socially optimal incentives for private actors test is really more of an analytic framework than an actual formula into which we could plug rough numerical estimates of burdens and injuries . . . ."); Shanklin v. Norfolk S. Ry. Co., 369 F.3d 978, 997 (6th Cir. 2004 ) ("When a jury makes a negligence determination, its determination can be likened, using the famous 'Hand formula,' to a balancing of the burden on the defendant in acting more carefully [Vol. 16:2:251 who sues a café owner when that patron is injured after slipping on an uneven floor. If the harm caused totals $100, and the cost of repairing the floor is $50, then the defendant will be liable for taking unreasonable risk. On the other hand, if the cost of mending the floor is $150, then the defendant's actions were not negligent. 53 In such cases, the tortfeasor is incentivized to prevent only inefficient accidents. 54 Yet, a question still remains. The law gives incentives for actors to take efficient levels of care, but who exactly should be given the incentive? Often more than one person could avoid the accident. In the ultra-hazardous blasting example, making the defendant liable for the harm incentivizes him to avoid the accident. Not making the defendant liable, however, results in the victim bearing the loss and therefore giving the victim an incentive to avoid the accident (e.g., by moving the property away from the blast zone). 55 Likewise, in the negligence example, either the café owner or the patron could have taken care to avoid the accident.
To answer this question, the law relies on the concept of the least-cost avoider. 56 This approach makes the person who can avoid the accident at the cheapest possible cost responsible for the loss. 57 In the strict-liability example, the neighboring property owner could avoid the harm by moving his house. But moving the property would be very costly. It is better to make the defendant liable in these cases because he can more cheaply avoid the accident (e.g., by limiting the effects of the explosion). 58 against the probability of harm multiplied by the magnitude of harm if the defendant does not so act." (citing United States v. Carroll Towing Co., 159 F.2d 169, 173 (2d Cir. 1947) ), rev'd on other grounds, 529 U. S. 344 (2000) ); United States v. Carroll Towing Co., 159 F.2d 169, 173 (2d Cir. 1947 ) (where Judge Learned Hand offered the infamous formula for negligence: "if the probability be called P; the injury, L; and the burden, B; liability depends upon whether B is less than L multiplied by P: i.e., whether B [is] less [than] PL."); Richard A. Posner, A Theory of Negligence, 1 J. LEGAL STUD. 29, 32-36 (1972 1055, 1060 (1972) ; see also Stephen G. Gilles, Negligence, Strict Liability, and the Cheapest Cost-Avoider, 78 VA. L. REV. 1291 , 1306 (1992 
B. Problems with the Economic Theory of Tort Law
Tort law serves this economic function. 59 Nevertheless, as a positive theory of law, it is hardly unassailable. Scholars point out many problems with the theory, such as: (1) often people are not the rational welfare maximizers that economics supposes; 60 (2) the law does not actually deter accidents; 61 and (3) the economic theory does not take seriously the views of those who actually practice the law. 62 As a result, many of the economic theorists do not believe that the law is solely dictated by efficiency concerns, but displays other important functions. 63 It is unnecessary to repeat all of the problems with the economic theory here. Yet one of those problems will be salient in demonstrating how corrective justice works. That is, the economic theory struggles to explain the relationship between the plaintiff and defendant. This can be broken down into two further arguments: the theory's difficulty in explaining the bilateral structure of tort law and the theory's failure to account for the role of causation.
[Vol. 16:2:251 1. Tort's Bilateral Structure Tort litigation is bilateral, or two-sided. A plaintiff sues a defendant, asserting the defendant caused him wrongful harm and therefore owes the plaintiff compensation. 64 This bilateral structure is somewhat puzzling in the economic interpretation of tort. 65 The deterrence goal could be achieved through various mechanisms, none of which require treating the defendant and plaintiff together in this fashion. 66 This point can be illustrated through a number of questions. 67 To begin, why is it necessary for the defendant to compensate this particular plaintiff? 68 The economic theory states that threatening the defendant with such liability will result in the defendant taking efficient care to avoid the accident. 69 However, the need to deter accidents does not provide a reason why the defendant ought to pay this particular plaintiff. If the only goal is to deter the defendant from causing the accident, all that is needed is to make him pay someone a penalty for causing the accident. The defendant will be equally incentivized towards efficient behavior if non-efficient behavior results in him paying a fine to the government or a random 64.
We can illustrate this bilateral structure by contrasting a typical tort scenario with a non-correlative method of resolving the issue. See PETER CANE, THE ANATOMY OF TORT LAW 12 (1997) . When an accident occurs, both tort and insurance schemes provide compensation, but the relevant parties implicated by the operations are different. See id. In tort cases, the plaintiff will claim that the defendant has committed a wrong and therefore caused injury. See id. If the court agrees, liability will be imposed on the defendant who must then pay the plaintiff a remedy. See id. Alternatively, in insurance claims, the victim will receive recompense not from a particular wrongdoer but from a pool of resources. See id. The compensation does not come from one person but from the group of people that contribute towards the insurance scheme. See id. The insurance claim does not focus on a bilateral relationship but on a multilateral relationship between everyone associated with the resource pool. See id.
The bilateral relationship between the two parties may also be substantive as well as structural, and a number of texts have demonstrated that the substantive content of legal rights must impose correlative duties on the other party in the interaction. See Wesley Newcomb Hohfeld, Some Fundamental Legal Conceptions as Applied in Judicial Reasoning, 23 YALE L.J. 16, 30-32 (1913) ; David Lyons, The Correlativity of Rights and Duties, 4 NOÛS 45, 47 (1970); Ronen Perry, Correlativity, 28 L. & PHIL 537, 539 (2009) ; see also Palsgraf v. Long Island R.R. Co., 248 N.Y. 339 (1928) (holding that the plaintiff cannot recover merely when someone breaches a duty resulting in harm, but can only recover when harm results from the breach of a duty owed to the plaintiff and correlated with his right third party (such as a charity). 70 It is paying the fine that provides the necessary incentives, not where that fine ultimately ends up. 71 As Judge Richard Posner explains: "that the damages are paid to the plaintiff is, from the economic standpoint, a detail." 72 Or the same problem can be approached from the opposite direction. Why is it necessary that the plaintiff sue this particular defendant? 73 Economists would answer that this defendant is the least-cost avoider and therefore the person best placed to avoid the accident in the most efficient way. 74 By publicly holding this least-cost avoider liable, other similarly situated least-cost avoiders in the future will be given an ultimatum: act efficiently or bear the costs of liability. 75 But there is often little reason to think the defendant is the least-cost avoider. It may be true that he is the least-cost avoider-or, more precisely, a lesser-cost avoider-when compared to the plaintiff, but that says little about third parties. It is quite possible that a third party is in fact the best positioned to avoid the accident. 76 To return briefly to the automobile example, many car accidents are the result of excessive speed. It could be the case that the car manufacturer is best placed to avoid these harms, simply by restricting the speed at which its car can drive. Yet, the victim in such a case does not sue the manufacturer, nor is there any requirement on the victim to show that the defendant he does eventually sue is the real least-cost avoider. 77 This is the case even when the cost of identifying the real least-cost avoider is comparatively low. 78 One can also ask, why is it necessary for the defendant to pay anyone at all monetary damages? The costs incurred in the tort are sunk; the car in the road traffic accident is already dented, and the property near a blast site is already demolished. 79 No matter what the court does, that will not change. It does not matter if the court makes the defendant responsible for these costs or leaves them with the plaintiff. On the other hand, redistributing the costs from the plaintiff to the defendant creates further expenditure because litigation requires time and resources. The economic theory responds that [Vol. 16:2:251 holding the defendant liable in this case will incentivize defendants in the future into taking efficient care. 80 But this does not justify redistributing the costs in any particular case. 81 If lawmakers want to change the incentive structure for future actors, they can simply make a public announcement that, in the future, a fine will punish such conduct. The efficiency of future actors is important but it does not make costly litigation in this case necessary when there are other equally good ways to create incentives. Underlying all of these related issues is one fundamental problem: the economic theory is entirely forward looking. 82 It seeks to justify the tort case solely by the effects it will have in the future. 83 But the basic features of the tort case are backwards looking. The actors involved are determined by a historical event, and they argue over the details of something that already has occurred. It is not clear why these backward-looking features are necessary to produce good economic results in the future. 84 If the economic analysis were unquestionably correct, then defendants and plaintiffs would be selected by their relationship to the forward-looking goal of cost reduction. The law would define the injurer and victim in a way that would best reduce costs tomorrow. 85 Yet the law does not select defendants and plaintiffs due to their relationship to a forward-looking goal, but instead because of their relationship to one another. 86
80.
See REV. 555 (1985) . However, even if as an empirical matter economists could prove the efficiency of the system, non-economists would still find fault in the theory. In such a case, the problem would be that the economic theory makes the structure contingent upon its efficiency. Presumably, if it were not efficient, the economists would abolish it in favor of something else. However, it is not clear whether that would happen in reality, if this structure were inefficient. It is not clear that, upon a showing of inefficiency, the victim would automatically lose their right to receive compensation from their injurer. See, e.g., Lucy, supra note 62, at 613-14. Non-economists would say there is a fairness concern that would justify this practice nonetheless.
85.
See COLEMAN, PRACTICE OF PRINCIPLE, supra note 10, at 16-18.
86.
See WEINRIB, IDEA OF PRIVATE LAW, supra note 10, at 47 ("Efficiency might as easily be served by two different funds, one that receives tort fines from inefficient actors and another that disburses the indicated inducements to victims. Instead of linking each party to the other, economic analysis construes the presence of both as a consequence of combining incentives that are independently applicable to each.").
Actual Causation
The economic analysis also struggles to explain substantive doctrines that exist to link the parties together. One example is the requirement of actual causation. 87 A defendant will not be liable unless her particular actions cause the harm that the plaintiff complains about. 88 This is often known as the "but-for test"; that is to say, a defendant will not be liable unless the accident would not have occurred but for his actions. 89 It is the plaintiff's task to show empirically how the defendant's actions satisfy this test. 90 The economic theory struggles to explain why this is a necessary part of the law. The law's goal in this theory is welfare maximization. 91 By making the least-cost avoider liable, the law gives future least-cost avoiders the incentive to take efficient levels of care. 92 Once that is considered the goal, however, the only relevant question for the judge in any case is which party is the least-cost avoider? If it was the defendant, then the defendant should be responsible for the loss; if it was the plaintiff, then the defendant should not be held responsible. But where then is the necessity of discussing causation? Discussion of who caused whom harm is simply a waste of time if the judge will decide purely on the basis of who is the least-cost avoider. Thus, the positive economic theory, as Richard Wright points out, "merely skips over" the causation requirement. 93 As a result, proponents of the economic theory have failed to define any content to the doctrine. Ronald Coase suggested focusing not on causation, but on whose actions were simply more efficient. 94 [Vol. 16:2:251 Calabresi called the term "causation" a "weasel word" 95 devoid of meaning. Today's modern proponents of the economic theory also acknowledge that the economic understanding of causation is "admittedly far from the language and concepts in which the courts analyze these cases." 96 This economic view is unacceptable as a positive theory of the law. 97 Causation is one of the most prominent features of tort. It is historically one of the basic doctrines the law hinges on, and today no tort textbook or class could seriously omit it. Causation has been a central feature of tort since its inception, yet the classical economic analysis does not seek to explain or justify it. 98 Instead it begs the question; why still discuss causation at all? Are lawyers simply so ridiculous that they will cling to such vacuous and empty concepts? Or is the pure economic answer incorrect, and causation actually has some meaningful place in the law?
C. Corrective Justice Theory of Tort Law
Corrective justice theory views tort law as a system for correcting the wrongful losses and wrongful gains that arise from a tortious transaction. 99 It states that those who cause wrongful loss have a duty to repair the loss. 100 This Aristotelian theory begins from the position that people are equally entitled to their holdings (including their physical property as well as their legal rights). 101 When people interact with one another, certain norms govern their interactions. They ought to respect the right of the other person to their holdings as much as they respect their own rights. Torts break that balance and cause an inequality; 102 one party gains something and the other party loses something. When a thief steals a car, the thief gains something, and the victim loses something: the car. When an attacker strikes a victim, the attacker gains the freedom to serve his own purposes, while the victim loses freedom of action as he is forced into a situation not of his choosing. Tort law exists to correct the inequality. 103 By making the defendant compensate the plaintiff, the law rectifies the unjust exchange. 104 The remedy removes the wrongful gain and the wrongful loss while returning the parties roughly to the positions they occupied prior to the tort. The role of the judge, as Aristotle phrased it, is to be "justice ensouled." 105 Like the statue of Lady Justice that stands outside the Supreme Court, the Aristotelian judge simply balances the acts of the parties and puts the actors back into equilibrium with one another. 106 This theory was the traditional understanding of tort law prior to the rise of the economic analysis. 107 It is still a view that many tort practitioners, as well as the public generally, hold. 108 The corrective justice account of tort law has validity as an explanation of the tort system because it renders intelligible something the economic theory fails to account for: the relationship between the plaintiff and defendant. 109 Whereas the economic understanding struggles to explain the significance of the plaintiffdefendant relationship, corrective justice makes this relationship intuitive. 110 108. One strain of jurisprudence says that we cannot understand the law unless we understand the views of those who practice it and was famously articulated by Hart, as the law's "'internal points of view'" or "internal aspect of rules." See H. L. A. HART, THE CONCEPT OF LAW 56, 89 (2d ed. 1994); see also RONALD DWORKIN, LAW 'S EMPIRE 11-15 (1998) . The two most wellknown corrective justice theorists, Coleman and Weinrib, both ascribe to this view and believe it sets their account apart from the economic view. See COLEMAN, RISKS AND WRONGS, supra note 15, at 6-10; WEINRIB, IDEA OF PRIVATE LAW, supra note 10, at 8-16. Coleman calls this "middlelevel theory." See COLEMAN, RISKS AND WRONGS, supra note 15, at 6-10. Weinrib calls this the search for the "internal account" of tort law. See WEINRIB, IDEA OF PRIVATE LAW, supra note 10, at 8- 16. 109. See Schwartz, supra note 7, at 1815-16.
110.
See WEINRIB, IDEA OF PRIVATE LAW, supra note 10, at 56 ("Corrective justice thus treats the wrong, and the transfer of resources that undoes it, as a single nexus of activity and passivity where actor and victim are defined in relation to each other."); see also COLEMAN, PRACTICE OF PRINCIPLE, supra note 10, at 13-24.
[Vol. 16:2:251 litigation. 111 The plaintiff must sue this defendant because it is this defendant who gained something from the tort. Likewise, the defendant must compensate this plaintiff because it is this plaintiff who lost something in the encounter. Only the transfer of the wrongful gain back to the victim restores equilibrium.
The redistribution in this case will not increase the amount of welfare because the costs of the accident are sunk, but it will equitably rectify an unequal distribution of harm. 112 As a result, the law is naturally backward looking. If the function of the law is to correct a wrong that has occurred in the past, then the past will necessarily determine the aspects of litigation (e.g., the facts discussed and the litigating parties). The parties are determined historically by their connection to one another, not by their relationship to a forward-looking, normative goal. 113 The law looks backwards to determine who committed a wrong, and then tries to address that, rather than looking forwards to improve efficiency tomorrow. 114 This also helps illuminate the doctrine of causation. Corrective justice puts causation center stage. 115 The theory states that only those who actually cause wrongful loss have a duty to repair the loss. 116 The centrality of causation flows from corrective justice's position as a transactional norm. 117 It states that, when people interact with each other, they ought to do so in certain ways and refrain from certain conduct. 118 Disobeying these interactional rules
111.
See WEINRIB, IDEA OF PRIVATE LAW, supra note 10, at 63 ("[B]ecause the plaintiff has lost what the defendant has gained, a single liability links the particular person who gained to the particular person who lost. Without some conception such as Aristotle's, private law's linking of the particular parties becomes a mystery").
112.
The issue is therefore one familiar to economic discussion. The economic analysis of law focuses on the allocative efficiency properties, hoping to increase the total amount of welfare. gives rise to an unequal situation where the tortfeasor gains at the victim's expense. On the other hand, in the absence of an interaction, the gains and losses are not connected to one another. In such cases the inequality is not the result of individual agency but merely good fortune. 119 When asking whether the defendant caused the plaintiff's harm, the focus is whether these gains and losses are the result of a singular, identifiable interaction. 120 Causation is therefore the doctrine that requires the gains and losses to be linked together as flowing from the same wrong, rather than merely unconnected events. 121 However, as so far explicated the theory is purely formal and not substantive. 122 It tells us what to do once an injustice occurs but not what is an injustice in the first place. 123 Once legitimate holdings are not given equal respect, the law will rectify the situation. But what counts as a legitimate holding? And what is equal respect? 124 To these questions, corrective justice theorists respond that people have some natural right to determine the content of their lives. 125 Most notably, Professor Ernest Weinrib argues that Immanuel Kant's notion of autonomy is inextricably linked with Aristotle's theory of corrective justice. 126 Each person has an innate right to determine the purposes of his life. 127 Each person has an equal, natural right to live free from the interference of others. 128 When a tortfeasor causes harm to another, he uses the victim to further his own ends, without respecting the victim's equal right to lead his own life. The tortfeasor subjugates the victim's will to his own. The result is an inequality with benefits to the defendant and losses to the victim. The law corrects this situation to restore the balance. HANS KELSEN 110, 125-36 (1957) (arguing that the lack of substance to the Aristotelian concept made in a pure tautology that justice is simply the process of giving someone what he deserves).
125. Coleman views this as stemming from theories of liberalism. See COLEMAN, RISKS AND WRONGS, supra note 15, at 433 (arguing that the law stems from "equality, respect for persons, and their well being"); see also LUCY, PHILOSOPHY OF PRIVATE LAW, supra note 67, at 309-10 (describing Coleman's approach [Vol. 16:2:251 This theory is attractive but still somewhat problematic. While it explains important features of the law that are otherwise unclear, the theory probably does not explain every part of the law. 129 Reliance on concepts such as autonomy to ground rights leads to indeterminacy in many instances. 130 It is often unclear when one person's autonomy should prevail over the autonomy of another. 131 In a tort case, holding one person liable will often curtail their autonomy in order to uphold the autonomy of the other. And while deep reflection on Kantian theory may resolve these issues, there is very little indication from the judiciary that their focus is solely on upholding Kant's vision of autonomy. 132 It seems more likely that, as Calabresi once said, tort law is a system of mixed goals. 133 Society recognizes rights for various reasons, some based on efficiency, and some based on the right holder's natural rights. 134 Each highlights a different, but equally important, aspect of the system. 135
II. CORRECTIVE JUSTICE AND COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT
Corrective justice is also an important function of copyright law. While the economic theory fails to make sense of the relationship between the author and infringer, the corrective justice theory explains this aspect of the law intuitively.
129.
For critiques of corrective justice theory, see Posner, The Concept of Corrective, supra note 25, at 188; Sugarman, supra note 84, at 603-11.
130. See e.g., Gordon, On Owning, supra note 37, at 215 ("One might argue that the principle of autonomy gives no guidance because autonomy claims are always symmetrical. What one party wants, the other party does not want."). Nevertheless Kantian approaches can be found in copyright. See, e.g 
A. The Economic Theory of Copyright
The economic theory of copyright is based on the same principle of efficiency as tort law. 136 Resources should be allocated towards uses that produce welfare. In copyright, however, a market failure gets in the way of that goal. 137 Authors often do not have the socially optimal incentive to create works. 138 This is the result of the public-good nature of literary and artistic works. Creating the first copy requires substantial up-front investment. 139 A rational author would be unlikely to pay these up-front costs unless he will later recover the investment. 140 To add to the problem, as the works are public goods, a copyist can easily duplicate the work and compete with the author in the market. 141 In the face of this price competition, the author's ability to recover the up-front expenses diminishes-and along with it the incentives to create the work. 142 Copyright law intervenes to prevent this. 143 With market exclusivity, the author can recover the up-front costs and receive the socially optimal incentive to produce the work.
This theory is the "mirror image" of the economic interpretation of tort law. 144 The ultimate goal in each is welfare maximization. 145 Accomplishing this in each case requires manipulating the actor's incentives (whether incentivizing the tortfeasor into taking care or incentivizing the author into creating works). 146 The requirement for incentive manipulation stems in each case from a market failure caused by externalities. 147 [Vol. 16:2:251 externalities are negative-the tortfeasor overproduces torts because others bear externalized costs. 148 In copyright they are positive-the author underproduces works because others would reap the externalized benefits. 149 In each case, resolving the problem requires the actor to internalize the externalities. 150 Holding the tortfeasor liable for damages internalizes those costs, creating a proper incentive for fewer accidents. 151 Copyright protection allows the author to consider the long-term benefits of a work when deciding whether to invest in its creation. The result in both tort and copyright is socially optimal activity.
B. Problems with the Economic Analysis of Copyright Infringement
Because the economic theory of copyright is similar to the economic theory of tort, it suffers from exactly the same problem. It struggles to explain the relationship between the two parties, the author and infringer. This manifests itself in two ways.
Copyright's Bilateral Structure
Like in the tort context, copyright holders enforce their rights through bilateral litigation. The author sues the infringer for compensation. 152 Using the same questions asked of tort law, it is clear that the economic theory does not provide a full explanation of why this bilateralism is necessary. To start, why does the author have 1058-71 (1989) See, e.g., Balganesh, Obligatory Structure, supra note 37, at 1685 (demonstrating the bilateralism of copyright law). It is true that often modern copyright litigation is far more complex than a simple author versus infringer case. There are many third parties on both sides. On the right holder side there are assignees, license holders, publishers, record companies, collecting societies, etc., while on the infringer side there are websites that host infringing content, internet service providers, and peer-to-peer network operators. However, the existence of third parties does not change the basic case two-sided nature of the case before the court. Each case is a contest between one party that holds a right over the work and someone who has potentially infringed that right. Even in the case where there are more than one party on each side of the case, for example in mass copyright litigation, see infra Part III.C., the case is still one group of parties against another group of parties-much like a soccer match is a team sport but still bilaterally structured. a right to sue this particular copyright infringer? Economists would answer that providing the author with the right to sue provides an ability for the author to recover the fixed costs of creating the work and therefore increases the incentive to produce the work in the first place. 153 If, however, the primary goal is to incentivize the creation of new works, then it is sufficient to reward the author for creating. This can be accomplished through non-bilateral means. The use of government subsidies is the leading example of this. 154 Creation could be spurred simply by providing ex ante lump sums of money to authors without the need for any adjudicative system. 155 Tax money would be allocated towards author's fixed costs as it is allocated towards the salaries of those working in national defense or in the welfare state. 156 Alternatively, institutions could award prizes to authors who produce the most popular works. 157 These systems would make an exclusive right to copy and lawsuits for infringements unnecessary and avoid the cost of copyright enforcement and litigation. 158 [Vol. 16:2:251 Nevertheless, it might be that copyright itself is economically desirable. The advantage of creating a property right is that it allows the author to license and sell the work at a price that the market sets. 159 Because the market sets the reward, the author is given a price signal that accurately reflects the social value from the work. This therefore provides not merely an incentive to create the work but the socially optimal level of incentive. 160 In this case, the right to sue the infringer is a second-best tool for the author to recover the fixed costs. 161 Ideally, the copyist would pay the author for the right to use the work; otherwise, the court will hold the copyist liable. Therefore, the author can still recover money to offset his initial investment. Yet, this theory still fails to explain why upon an infringement of the right, the copyist should receive compensation directly from this particular infringer. The author's incentive will be equally well served if, upon an infringement, a government-compensation scheme, an insurance policy, or a random third party compensates the author. The incentives do not rest on where the compensation comes from, only that someone (anyone) compensates the author and enables him to recover his costs.
One could approach the same issue from the opposite direction. Why is it necessary for the copyright infringer to pay this particular author compensation? The economic theory would say that making the copyist pay a penalty deters him and future copyists from breaking the law. 162 But all that is required to deter infringement is to make the infringer pay a penalty to someone upon illegally copying the work. This could be in the form of a criminal fine to the government or a donation to a third party such as a charity. 163
159.
See Harold Demsetz, Toward a Theory of Property Rights, 57 AM. ECON. REV. 347, 355 (1967) (arguing that well defined property rights lead to internalization of externalities and efficient price signals). As a result some see the economics of property as the key to economics of intellectual property. See, e.g., Edmund W. Kitch, Elementary and Persistent Errors in the Economic Analysis of Intellectual Property, 53 VAND. L. REV. 1727 REV. , 1729 REV. -30 (2000 . Others disagree fundamentally with this explanation for copyright. See, e.g REV. 1031 REV. (2005 . However, some of this desire for strong copyright protection also flows from a natural rights perspective that authors deserve to control all uses of their work. See PAUL GOLDSTEIN, COPYRIGHT'S HIGHWAY: FROM GUTENBERG TO THE CELESTIAL JUKEBOX 10-11 (rev. ed. 2003 ) (Copyright maximalists "assert that copy[]right is rooted in natural justice, entitling authors to every last penny that other people will pay to obtain copies of their works.").
160. See e.g., Frischmann, Evaluating the Demsetzian Trend, supra note 159, at 10.
161.
See id.
162.
See, e.g., supra notes 9-14 and accompanying text.
163.
Criminal provisions are already partially relied upon for this goal. 17 U.S.C. § 506 (2012). The current potential for imprisonment up to five years certainly acts as a deterrent for the most serious forms of copyright infringement. See generally I. Trotter Hardy, Criminal Once again, there is the question of why compensation is necessary at all. In tort law, the costs are sunk. 164 The welfare reducing aspect of the transaction has already taken place. This is exactly the same situation in copyright law. The welfare producing part of the transaction has already occurred; the work in question is already created. Nothing can change that fact. If the court fails to hold the infringer liable, that will not reduce the enjoyment society gains from the author's work. Therefore, the only economic reason for making the infringer liable is the effect it has on future creation. However, if all that matters is creating incentives for future action, why make anyone liable in this particular case? This forward-looking goal could equally be accomplished by stating that such copying in the future will result in the author receiving compensation from a third party.
The fundamental problem is that the economic view of copyright is entirely forward looking, but the main features of a copyright infringement case are backward looking. 165 The parties are not singled out because of their relationship to the goal of maximizing future welfare but because they are related to each other by some historical event. The author sues the infringer not because doing so will encourage future creation but because the author feels that the infringer has hurt him and should compensate him for the damage caused.
Copying and Independent Re-creation
The next point is that the economic theory of copyright law also struggles to explain doctrines that relate the two parties together. It REV. 491, 506 (1987) .
164. See supra note 78 and accompanying text.
165.
Mark Lemley has already highlighted that two different forms of economic rationale are important in intellectual property theory. See Mark A. Lemley, Ex Ante Versus Ex Post Justifications for Intellectual Property, 71 U. CHI. L. REV. 129 (2004) . There is an ex ante view which states that intellectual property rights must be provided in order to induce creation and an ex post view which states continued control after creation will lead facilitate management of the goods economic potential. See id. Lemley critiques the ex post view and finds it at odds with the fundamental public-goods nature of intellectual property. See id. This view aids the argument made here that the only valid economic approach to intellectual property is forward looking. However, the point of divergence between my argument and Lemley's is that I assert all of copyright cases (and probably all intellectual property cases generally) are necessarily backward looking in some measure. The issue before the court and the event they are concerned with are always ex post, or after the creation. The judgment the court provides has no forwardlooking goals which relates to these two parties and this event which they fight about.
[Vol. 16:2:251 is unclear why the copyright holder should only be able to enforce his right against those who actually copy his work. 166 Unless the defendant actually duplicates an existing work, he will not be liable. 167 It is not a copyright infringement to independently re-create the work, even if the resulting works are identical. 168 The question is whether this requirement is welfare enhancing.
As an initial matter, one might think it is not. Two reasons would suggest this doctrine is inefficient. First, presumably the existence of identical works in the market place will harm the author's incentives to create, regardless of how it is created. 169 An independently produced work may still be a substitute for the author's work and therefore harm his ability to charge a price above marginal cost. This is largely the reasoning found in patent law, which does not have such an independent re-creation doctrine. 170 Second, independently re-creating works does not enhance welfare. Simply reproducing a work does not add something new that society desires and demands. For example, society already has produced Don Quixote. 171 Anyone who obtains value from Don Quixote can already go out and read it. Re-creating Don Quixote does not add anything new to that picture. On the other hand, the process of re-creating Don Quixote actually harms social welfare. The re-creator spends resources on the re-creation of a work that ultimately satisfies no demand. This reasoning suggests society should deter independent re-creation rather than allow it. One way to do this would be to hold the independent re-creator liable.
166.
See ON COPYRIGHT] (explaining that, in order "[t]o establish copying, a plaintiff must prove that the defendant mechanically copied the plaintiff's work"); see also Zechariah Chafee, Jr., Reflections on the Law of Copyright: I, 45 COLUM. L. REV. 503, at 511-14 (1945) .
167. See, e.g., Arnstein v. Porter, 154 F.2d 464, 468 (2d Cir. 1949 ) (stating that infringement consists of: "(a) that defendant copied from plaintiff's copyrighted work and (b) that the copying (assuming it to be proved) went to far as to constitute improper appropriation").
168. See, e.g., Susan Wakeen Doll Co. v. Ashton-Drake Galleries, 272 F.3d 441, 450 (7th Cir. 2001 In response to this argument, Professor William Landes and Judge Richard Posner make two counterarguments to show the efficiency of the independent re-creation doctrine. 172 First, if the doctrine did not exist, future authors would spend time and incur additional cost searching for copyrights that they may infringe in the production of their works. 173 The independent re-creation doctrine allows them to create without incurring substantial search costs. 174 And second, the likelihood of re-creating a work is quite low. 175 Given the chance of re-creation is so low, it makes little sense to spend resources regulating the issue. 176 These arguments are not as conclusive as they may appear. Take the first argument. Landes and Posner acknowledge that these additional search costs must be weighed against the greater incentives for the author to produce works. 177 Nevertheless, they think that scrapping the independent re-creation doctrine would lead to many search costs and only few beneficial incentive effects. 178 Therefore, it makes sense to retain the doctrine. 179 But this approach seems to forget other important variables.
Eliminating the independent re-creation doctrine would have additional economic benefits Landes and Posner do not consider. As discussed, independent re-creation is wholly wasteful. Deterring it would prevent such wasted resources. In addition, the independent re-creation doctrine makes copyright litigation substantially more expensive. In order to enforce the right, the author must demonstrate that the defendant copied the work. 180 But proving copying is very difficult. Copying takes place in private, and, unless there are witnesses, the author must rely on the infringer's admission of copying or circumstantial evidence. 181
172.
See See e.g., Arnstein v. Porter, 154 F.2d 464, 468 (2d Cir. 1949 ).
181.
Due to the difficulties of proving copying, the court has modified the author's burden. See, e.g., Novelty Textile Mills, Inc. v. Jona Fabrics Corp., 558 F.2d 1090 , 1092 (2d Cir. 1977 ) ("In order to prove infringement a plaintiff must show ownership of a valid copyright and copying by the defendant. . . . Since direct evidence of copying is rarely, if ever, available, a plaintiff may prove copying by showing access and 'substantial similarity' of the two works." (internal citation omitted) (citing Arnstein, 154 F.2d at 468; Whitney v. Ross Jungnickel, Inc., 179 F. Supp. 751, 753 (S.D.N.Y. 1960) ; 2 M. NIMMER, NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT § 141 (1976))). Now copying may be inferred through a mixture of evidence that the defendant had access to the work and the work he created was substantially similar. See id. However, the court has never abandoned the [Vol. 16:2:251 Therefore, while the independent re-creation doctrine does reduce the search costs of the second author, it is not clear whether that benefit outweighs the combined costs of decreased author incentive, the costs of proving copying in court, and the cost of using resources to produce a work that does not enhance welfare.
Additionally, it may be the case that reintroducing some type of formality to copyright law could reduce the independent re-creator's search costs. Placing a requirement upon the initial author to insert a description of his work into a public database would substantially reduce the costs for follow-on creators while not requiring great expenditure on behalf of the original author. 182 This, however, may not be a perfect solution in every case. Naturally, complex works such as Don Quixote would not be perfectly describable, and the value of putting an ill-fitting description into a formal database would be less than optimal. But even a limited description would give follow-on creators some indication of the works already in existence, and they could use that to start their search.
The second argument is also far from fully persuasive. The notion that independent re-creation is unlikely to occur depends entirely on how the law defines re-creation. A work will currently be considered a re-creation if it is substantially similar to the original. 183 If the law defines substantial similarity narrowly, then independent re-creation is unlikely. For example, if substantial similarity means verbatim copying, then it is very unlikely that a work like Don Quixote will ever be re-created. However, if substantial similarity is very broad, then the likelihood of re-creation rises greatly.
Currently, the courts favor a very broad view of substantial similarity. Consider Roth Greeting Cards v. United Card Company. 184 necessity that sufficient evidence must demonstrate that the infringer copied the work. See id.; see also 2 GOLDSTEIN ON COPYRIGHT, supra note 166, § 9.2, at 9:5-6 (3d ed. 2005 & Supp. 2008); Alan Latman, "Probative Similarity" as Proof of Copying: Toward Dispelling Some Myths in Copyright Infringement, 90 COLUM. L. REV. 1187 , 1192 . For a discussion on the merits of the independent re-creation doctrine, see William Patry, Co., 429 F.2d 1106 (9th Cir. 1970 ; see also BSS Studio, Inc. v. Kmart Corp., 1999 WL 1427831, at *1 (N.D. Ill. 1999 ) (mem.); 2 GOLDSTEIN ON COPYRIGHT, supra note 166, § 9.3, at 9: 24-38 (2005 24-38 ( & Supps. 2006 24-38 ( , 2011 24-38 ( , 2012 . The concept of In that case, the plaintiff produced greeting cards with some original illustrations and some public-domain sayings. 185 The defendant produced its own cards with somewhat similar illustrations and the same phrases. 186 The trial court determined that the illustrations were not similar enough to constitute an infringement and that the phrases were not protectable. 187 The appellate court did not dispute these holdings but found that if one aggregated the phrases, the illustration, along with the mood and sentiment of the two cards, there was substantial similarity between them. 188 The defendant was liable for copying the "total concept and feel" of the card. 189 This serves to demonstrate just how broad substantial similarity can be and accordingly demonstrates a high likelihood of re-creation. If one can re-create merely by producing a work similar in concept and feel to a preexisting work, then the chances of independent re-creation are not as small as Landes and Posner suggest. Therefore, there is substantial reason to believe that the necessity of copying does not further copyright's economic goals.
C. Corrective Justice Theory and Copyright Infringement
The point of this Article is not to completely dismiss the economic theory of copyright. Copyright in common law legal systems is still primarily a tool for increasing social welfare. 190 However, beliefs and intuitions about fairness and individual responsibility constrain and structure what societies do in the name of welfare maximization. 191 As a result, corrective justice is still an important part of the law. In deciding copyright cases, courts not only attempt to maximize welfare, but also try to correct a wrong that the infringer has inflicted upon the author.
The corrective justice theory of copyright infringement is as follows: Rights are assigned over the work. 192 Primarily, the author receives the exclusive right to copy, and the user receives the right of substantial similarity may indeed be so wide as to threaten other doctrines limiting copyright. See, e.g., Cohen, supra [Vol. 16:2:251 fair use. 193 Various arguments justify this distribution of rights. Some are consequentialist in nature, such as the economic theory or theories based on visions of ideal societies. 194 Other reasons are based in natural rights theory. 195 The author of a work has a certain amount of control over the work because he labored to produce it, and, in doing so, he imbued it with his personality. 196 Thereafter, when parties interact, they have a duty to respect the rights of the other. The user must respect the author's rights just as the author must equally respect the user's rights. When the user does not respect the author's rights, an inequality occurs. The infringement allows the infringer to gain something at the author's expense. At this point, corrective justice theory states that the person who has caused wrongful loss has a duty to rectify the loss. The function of copyright law is to restore the equality between author and infringer. This involves removing the wrongful gain from the infringer and using it to compensate the wrongful loss of the author. 197 In both tort and copyright infringement cases, the remedy puts the parties back in the positions they were in prior to the infringement and restores their antecedent equality.
The question is what are the wrongful losses and the wrongful gains? In a basic case, the wrongful loss is the owner's lost revenue from the work, while the wrongful gain is the money the infringer saves by not paying the author the relevant license to copy the work. 198 Take the situation where an infringer wrongfully produces a single copy of an author's work. The author loses the value that he could have made from licensing that copy, while the copyright infringer gains a corresponding amount, the amount of the unpaid license fee. For example, if the license fee is set at five dollars per copy, the plaintiff has lost five dollars while the infringer has avoided spending five dollars. 199 When the infringer pays the author the five dollars, it restores equilibrium and corrects the injustice. 199.
Courts sometimes use alternative language to measure the lost market value in these cases. Sometimes they say the lost market value is the lost sales themselves. See, e.g., Capitol Records Inc. v. Thomas, 579 F. Supp. 2d 1210 , 1227 (D. Minn. 2008 ) (actual damages set Alternatively, consider the situation in which the copyist copies the work and freely distributes it to one thousand other consumers. Assume that the one-thousand consumers would have bought the work otherwise. The author therefore loses the revenue from the one-thousand sales. If he still charges five dollars per copy, he loses $5000.
On the other hand, the copyright infringer gains a corresponding amount by not paying for a license to distribute the work to the one-thousand consumers. If the infringer had originally sought a license from the author, the author would have charged a price equivalent or higher than the amount he would have gained from making those one thousand sales himself. The minimum license fee the copyright author would likely accept would be $5000. By bypassing the market, the infringer has avoided a $5000 license fee while causing $5000 in loss to the author. Correcting this injustice requires the infringer pay the owner $5000.
This theory makes the author-infringer relationship meaningful and intuitive. Copyright cases are bilateral because the infringer has a duty to correct an inequality he caused. The act of copying has allowed the infringer to gain something at the author's expense. To address this, the author must sue the infringer, and the infringer must hand over his ill-wrought gains. Naturally, the judicial task is a backwards-looking one. To do justice-undo the situation, redistribute the costs, and return the parties to the positions they existed in prior to the transaction-the court looks to the past.
The theory also explains why it is necessary that the infringer copy the author's work rather than merely re-create it. 200 Like actual causation in tort law, the act of copying is the nexus between the two parties.
When someone interacts with the author's work, the corrective justice norm requires that he treat the author's rights with respect. Copying the work unlawfully breaks that equality and results at approximately $50 because the defendant "infringed on the copyrights of 24 songs-the equivalent of approximately three CDs-costing less than $54 . . . ."); Design Res., Inc. v. John Wolf Decorative Fabrics, 1985 WL 2445 , at *8 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 5, 1985 (" [D] efendant's infringing pattern was sold at a price only slightly lower than plaintiff's. It is, therefore, reasonable to assume that plaintiff would have sold the same amount of the copyrighted fabric as defendant sold of the infringing fabric."); RSO Records, Inc. v. Peri, 596 F. Supp. 849, 860 (S.D.N.Y. 1984) . On the other hand, sometimes the court frames the loss in terms of a lost license fee. See, e.g., Oracle USA, Inc. v. SAP AG, 2011 WL 3862074, at *4 (N.D. Cal. 2011 ) ("The jury was instructed as to both the fair market value license calculation for actual damages . . . ."); Thoroughbred Software Int'l, Inc. v. Dice Corp., 529 F. Supp. 2d 800 (E.D. Mich. 2007 ) (holding that the actual damages were the license fees the plaintiff would have charged for the work's use and distribution if it were not for the infringement); see also 2 GOLDSTEIN ON COPYRIGHT, supra note 166, § 14. 1-1.1, at 14:4-22:3 (3d ed. 2005 1-1.1, at 14:4-22:3 (3d ed. & Supps. 2008 1-1.1, at 14:4-22:3 (3d ed. , 2009 1-1.1, at 14:4-22:3 (3d ed. , 2011 1-1.1, at 14:4-22:3 (3d ed. -1, 2012 1-1.1, at 14:4-22:3 (3d ed. -2, 2013 .
200.
Although not explicitly talking about corrective justice, Wendy Gordon has already shown how the copying requirement in copyright law is analogous to the cause-in-fact requirement in tort law. See Gordon, Mirror Image, supra note 6, at 536-37.
[Vol. 16:2:251 in correspondingly wrongful gains and losses. On the other hand, if there is no copying, it is not the interaction between the parties which gives rise to the gains and losses. The re-creation may benefit the user while causing losses for the author (who must now contend with a new work in the market), but these gains and losses are not linked together as the result of a singular interaction. Much like the case where an infinite number of monkeys with an infinite number of typewriters could duplicate the works of Shakespeare, the re-creation is not the result of human agency but of mere fate. The copying requirement is thus the judicial tool used to ensure that the gains and losses are connected as part of the same wrong.
Copyright Remedies
A basic function of copyright law is to correct the wrongful gains and wrongful losses that copying causes. The remedy imposed by the court makes this goal a reality. This is most simply seen in the actual-damages remedy. The actual-damages provision requires the infringer to compensate the owner for the lost market value of the work. 201 This situation corresponds to the examples just discussed. The infringer has bypassed the market and copied the work without paying the relevant license fee, while the author has lost the potential license fee or the profits to the unlicensed competitor. Compensation puts the parties back on the baseline they existed in prior to the infringement. But corrective justice can also be seen to operate in all of the copyright remedies, not merely in the provision of actual damages. As this section will illustrate, corrective justice exists in the author's ability to receive the infringer's profits, the statutory damage regime, and the availability of injunctive relief.
The law not only provides monetary remedies in the form of actual damages but also allows the copyright owner to receive "any additional profits of the infringer." 202 This additional remedy is a form of disgorgement damages and functions to compensate the author's lost right to profit from his work. 203 The author's entitlement includes the right to receive profits through selling and licensing the work. When the copyist uses the work for financial gain, the author loses part of his right-the ability to profit from the work. This foregone gain is a loss and can only be remedied by the user returning the gain he has made from his unlawful exploitation of the work. Consider again the case where the defendant copies one work that carries a five-dollar license fee. Now imagine the defendant copies the work and sells the copy to someone else for one dollar. The copyright owner has not only lost the license fee of five dollars but has also lost the chance to make an additional one dollar from the sale to the third party. Therefore, the copyright owner must recover six dollars to correct the wrongful loss and wrongful gain.
What, then, of statutory damages? The law provides statutory damages in two situations. First, where actual damages are hard to prove, the copyright owner can elect to receive statutory damages. 204 As Professor Pamela Samuelson and Tara Wheatland have already demonstrated, this provision exists to serve a compensatory goal. 205 The owner frequently cannot prove actual damages, despite their probable existence. 206 Take the previous example in which the copyist distributed the work to 1000 people. 207 In order to prove actual damages, the owner must prove that these consumers would have bought the work from the owner were it not for the infringement. 208 But such a hypothesis is almost beyond empirical proof; it requires demonstrating the existence of a counterfactual reality. 209 Allowing the owner to select a statutorily set amount provides compensation for a harm that very likely has occurred but is difficult to show. 210 It is a form of rough justice, an attempt to correct the injustice that has occurred despite evidentiary difficulties. The alternative would be to let many injustices go completely without rectification. However, this cannot be said for the second case in which statutory damages are awarded. This second case involves providing additional damages (up to $150,000 per infringed work) when the copying was both unlawful [Vol. 16:2:251 and willful. 211 This is a complex issue and will be discussed further in Part III.
Finally, injunctions awarded by the court against the copyright infringer also serve corrective justice. 212 In corrective justice, the purpose of the remedy is to restore the equality after an infringement and maintain that equality in the future. 213 In this latter form, corrective justice may be better described as "protective justice." 214 When there is a realistic threat that the infringer will continue to infringe in the future, the court will provide compensatory damages and an injunction. As a result, "corrective justice operates not only by requiring the defendant to repair a wrong once it has occurred, but also by granting the plaintiff an injunction that prevents the defendant from extending the wrong into the future." 215
III. CORRECTIVE INJUSTICES IN COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT
Corrective justice is an important feature of copyright. The infringer's duty to rectify the harm is the principle around which copyright infringement is structured. Sadly, courts and lawmakers often have forgotten this point. 216 The focus is almost entirely on economic concerns, which leads to unfair laws. This section highlights three areas that do not conform to the corrective justice function of copyright: statutory damages for willful infringement, attorney fees, and mass copyright-infringement settlements.
A. Statutory Damages for Willful Infringement
In copyright, the author in a civil case can often receive heightened damages against the infringer when the infringement is willful. 217 To the extent that these are punitive, these damages are unjust and in need of reform.
Punitive Civil Damages Are Unjust
Under the corrective justice theory, punitive damages are unjust. 218 Punishment is an appropriate goal of criminal law but is not appropriate in civil cases. 219 When employed in civil litigation, punitive damages overcompensate the plaintiff. 220 Whereas compensatory damages return the parties to original position, punitive damages go one step further and create a new inequality. The court forces the defendant to pay an extra-compensatory lump sum, while the plaintiff receives a windfall payment that he has no compensatory claim to. This extra-compensatory fee is simply unnecessary to correct the injustice. 221 And rather than put the parties back in their original positions, these damages make the plaintiff better off at the defendant's expense.
In copyright, the statute authorizes heightened damages in cases of willful infringement (up to $150,000 per infringed work). 222 Courts recognize the punitive function of these awards. 223 This [Vol. 16:2:251 punishment rationale leads to damages that are very high and far beyond a compensatory amount. 224 For instance, consider the case of UMG Recordings v. MP3.com. 225 In that case, the defendant made digital copies of 4700 CDs to develop a music database. 226 Sections of the database were then made available to customers who had lawfully obtained the CDs from elsewhere. 227 MP3.com made little if any profit from its actions, and the plaintiff did not present adequate evidence to prove actual damage. 228 Nevertheless, the court found willful infringement and awarded $118 million in damages, which the parties later reduced to $53.4 million through a settlement. 229 Similarly, the Ninth Circuit affirmed a $31.68 million statutory-damages award against the defendant in Feltner v. Columbia Pictures for the unauthorized retransmission of television programs. 230 The punitive nature of these staggering awards has caused some commentators to call for their revisions. 231 To the extent that statutory damages are punitive in nature, they are unjust. Punishing the copyist may be an appropriate goal, but it should be confined to the criminal copyright provisions. The current punitive nature of statutory damages for willful infringement allows the author to recover damages that go well beyond compensation and are unnecessary to rectify the wrongful gain and loss thereby arising. Instead of returning the parties to their equal pre-infringement positions, the remedy serves to create further inequalities. It inflicts a wrongful loss on the infringer, who must pay money for damage he did not inflict. Simultaneously, it confers a wrongful benefit on the author, who receives a windfall payment for a harm he has not suffered. This is simply not necessary to correct the injustice.
Statutory Damages for Willful Infringement as Dignitary Harm
It is not necessary, however, to abolish the concept of heightened damages for willful infringement.
It is enough to recognize the situations in which such heightened damages perform a legitimate corrective goal. In various common law jurisdictions, courts award additional damages when the defendant's willful actions were so egregious and wanton that they caused a unique form of dignitary injury. In UK and Canadian tort law, courts award "aggravated" damages in cases in which the defendant's intentional conduct demonstrates a blatant disregard for the plaintiff's legitimate rights. 232 When a defendant intentionally harms a plaintiff's right, he not only harms a legitimate interest, but causes separate harm by treating the plaintiff's legitimate interest as less worthy than his own interest. 233 In that case, the damage award is consistent with corrective justice theory because it still performs a compensatory function: it compensates for the harm to the rights holder's dignity. 234 In the United States, this theory has had less explicit consideration. Nevertheless, the theory garners discussion. 235 Professor Dan Dobbs's [Vol. 16:2:251 treatise on remedies notes that in certain cases damages may reflect the inherent value of rights and that this sometimes may justify damages compensating for harms beyond simple pecuniary or emotional losses. 236 This suggests a legitimate reason for heightening the damage awards in cases of willful infringement. The owner is a legitimate rights holder, and attacks on that status are harmful in addition to any lost license fees that may also result. 237 A copyist who willfully disregards a copyright owner's rights must compensate the owner for the affront to dignity as well as any economic losses. In cases like MP3.com and Feltner, the owner should be able to argue that the infringer treated his rights with impunity and therefore the infringer should compensate him for any lost dignity.
If, however, this is the only corrective justice rationale appropriate for imposing additional damages, the courts would necessarily impose these damages less often and in smaller amounts than is current practice. First, it is likely that statutory damages under this theory would result in lower damages than seen in the cases such as MP3.com and Feltner. The aggravated damage is still compensatory in nature, and therefore the damage is limited to the amount needed to compensate the copyright owner for his dignitary interest. Such a calculation for nonpecuniary harm is necessarily complicated, but it is unlikely to yield a very high value. Dobbs's treatise notes that such dignitary interests rarely "warrant significant awards of money." 238 This is exemplified in defamation damages. If a defamed plaintiff cannot show any actual damage, courts will only award nominal damages to compensate for the harm done to his position as a right holder. 239 These can often be as low as one dollar. This suggests that dignitary harm alone will yield small statutory damage awards, a conclusion that is buttressed by the fact that the plaintiff has the burden to prove the existence of a compensable dignitary loss.
Second, courts would not award these damages in cases in which the users reasonably believed that their actions were fair use or otherwise noninfringing.
Unfortunately shown willingness to impose liability in such cases. 240 In MP3.com, the users had a plausible, although ultimately unsuccessful, fair use claim. 241 The copyists made little if any profit and the rights holders could show no actual market harm. 242 Nevertheless, the court held them accountable for heightened statutory damages. 243 Such an outcome is nonsensical under the corrective justice view of aggravated damages. It is impossible to blatantly and wantonly disregard someone's rights while simultaneously believing that your actions do not harm the other person's rights. To make a nonfrivolous claim that one's use is noninfringing is the exact opposite of dignity harm. It is an acceptance that the author has rights but a reasonable denial that they apply in this case. Accordingly, honestly held beliefs that conduct is fair use or noninfringing should not result in heightened statutory damages for willful infringement.
B. Attorney's Fees
Corrective justice supports the position that the losing party should pay the winning party's reasonable legal fees. 244 In a typical tort case in which the injurer harms a victim, the injury does not simply extend to the physical and emotional harms inflicted, but also includes the expense the victim incurred vindicating his right in court. 245 The injurer's actions forced the victim into paying attorney's fees simply to uphold his legitimate right. In order to correct the entire injustice, the injurer must remove this element of the wrongful loss. Only by doing this will the victim be made whole and be restored to the pre-tort position he occupied.
Copyright litigation currently follows the rule that each party pays his own legal fees. 246 This leads to the problematic situation in [Vol. 16:2:251 which the party with the greatest ability to pay for litigation is more likely to win the case. In contrast, corrective justice suggests changing the rule so that the losing party pays the winning party's litigation fees. 247 The infringement has not only caused the author to suffer lost market value but has also caused him to spend resources vindicating his rights. Only by making the infringer pay the author's legal fees will the injustice be completely removed.
Similarly, when the copyist wins the case, the author ought to pay the legal fees. This is particularly important in fair use litigation. Professor Peter Menell and Professor Ben Depoorter have recently highlighted that many copyists are wary of relying on the fair use doctrine because of its uncertain applicability. 248 To rectify this situation, they propose a system in which the author would pay the fair user's litigation costs under certain conditions. 249 Although Menell and Depoorter's argument is economic in focus, it is also consistent with corrective justice. The user's fair use actions were entirely lawful and within his right. The author has wrongfully brought a case and thus forced the user to incur losses in defending something that he was already legally entitled to do. Therefore, to correct the injustice the litigation has caused, the author must pay the wrongfully incurred legal fees of the user.
C. Mass Copyright Infringement Settlements
In the corrective justice view of copyright, the wrongdoer ought to pay for the wrong committed. This might seem a rather bland and unobjectionable statement. However, in some cases, the law operates so that innocent people must remedy an injustice they have not caused. This process can be observed in the current controversy surrounding mass copyright infringement enforcement campaigns.
The term "copyright troll" refers colloquially to an author (or more accurately, the copyright holder) that files mass numbers of copyright infringement cases in the hope of extracting a damage settlement from defendants as a revenue stream. 250 The author works in conjunction with technology companies to monitor peer-to-peer networks. 251 After discovering Internet Protocol (IP) addresses that are using these networks, the copyright holder files a copyright-infringement lawsuit against numerous (sometimes thousands) unnamed defendants. 252 This allows the copyright holder to secure a subpoena against the relevant Internet Service Provider (ISP) to release the names and contact information of the people who own the computers associated with the IP addresses. 253 After obtaining this information, the copyright owner sends out letters to all of the defendants threatening litigation for suspected copyright infringement, unless the defendant settles the case. 254 The letters point out how high the statutory damage award can be in order to induce the defendant into settling the case quickly for only a few thousand dollars. 255 One example of this practice surrounds Kathryn Bigelow's Oscar-winning film, The Hurt Locker. 256 Voltage Pictures held the copyright to the film. 257 In 2010, the law firm representing Voltage Pictures hired a company to monitor peer-to-peer networks for illegal downloading of The Hurt Locker. 258 In March 2010, Voltage Pictures filed a lawsuit against five thousand unnamed defendants, later increased to 24,595. 259 It then proceeded to send out copyright infringement notices to all of the defendants. 260 More recently, the copyright holders of pornographic films have adopted this [Vol. 16:2:251 method of revenue generation. 261 In such cases, the copyright holders have relied partially on the stigma associated with their content in order to induce a quick settlement from people who would prefer not to be exposed as consumers-or even alleged consumers-of pornography. 262 This presents an unhappy situation in which innocent people pay copyright settlement fees. 263 This may happen because of a number of reasons. To begin, there is an evidentiary issue over whether the IP address identified actually downloaded the copyrighted work. To gather the initial IP addresses, the copyright owner relies on software and monitoring services of a private, for-hire company. 264 There is no legal oversight of this process, and there is a high potential for abuse. From the author's perspective, discovering the names of as many people as possible is beneficial regardless of whether they actually infringed the copyright. A greater number of names offers a larger pool of defendants to whom the copyright owner can send infringement notices and settlement demands. Some copyright owners may therefore have a motive to pursue people without strong evidence that an infringement has actually occurred. Alternatively, even in cases in which there is no malicious intent, the chance of erroneously naming an innocent defendant is substantial. When the author targets several thousand potential defendants at once, there is a chance that human error will lead to the author pursuing some people who have not actually infringed the work.
Even when the author can definitively show that the named IP address downloaded the work, problems persist. The current practice of equating the owner of the named IP address and the infringer is at best questionable. Such a simplistic view does not take into account IP spoofing, whereby someone creates an IP address with the intention of impersonating another IP address. 265 Nor does it recognize that multiple people, not merely the owner, may use the infringing device. 266 Even in cases in which the named defendant actually downloaded the work, his actions may well have been exempt from copyright infringement under a defense, such as fair use. 267 These problems make it likely that authors in these cases are demanding damage settlements from some innocent people. 268 Of the pool of innocent people receiving these demands, many would rather settle the case anonymously than fight publicly in court. Paying a settlement fee of a few thousand dollars may be preferable to litigation, in which the defendant would certainly pay substantial legal fees and risk incurring very high statutory damages if he loses the case. 269 Enforcing copyright through such mass-infringement settlements may well have cost-saving properties and may be consistent with copyright's economic rationale. Grouping defendants together is far less costly than pursuing thousands of defendants through thousands of individual cases. The fact that the costs are reduced also enables the author to more effectively police his rights, thus increasing the probability of catching infringers holding them liable. This enhanced enforcement increases the effective deterrence of the copyright law.
However, to the extent that this practice enables targeting of innocent defendants, it presents a clear and unambiguous corrective justice violation. These two parties never interacted before the litigation. The innocent defendant has not copied the work and has not benefited at the author's expense. There is no injustice here to correct. On the contrary, it is the action of the author that creates an [Vol. 16:2:251 inequality. The author wrongfully gains from the transaction; he receives a ransom masquerading as compensatory damages. On the other hand, the innocent defendant is forced into a wrongful loss in the form of the settlement fee. This is the injustice that the law should correct.
The problem would largely disappear if the law adopted the proposals mentioned above in Parts III.A and III.B. 270 If statutory damages for willful infringement were limited to compensation for dignitary harm they would be imposed far less frequently and in smaller quantities by courts. Therefore, they would not pose the same threat to the innocent recipient of a settlement demand. Furthermore, if the loser of the copyright case were responsible for the winner's legal costs, the author would have an incentive to only send settlement demands to those who have likely infringed the work. If the author sends settlement demands to people who have probably not infringed the work, then he risks paying the defendant's court fees. He is therefore deterred from starting cases without proper evidence of infringement.
IV. CONCLUSION
That copyright functions to overcome a market failure is undoubtedly accurate. In the common law world, an important goal of copyright law is to incentivize the creation of an optimal number of works. However, it is simply a mistake to believe this is the only function of copyright.
The forward-looking goal of welfare maximization may lead to socially desirable outcomes, but it fails to provide a meaningful explanation of the relationship between the author and the infringer. Instead, this bedrock feature of the law is the result of copyright infringement's second function: the correction of past injustices. The author has a right to copy the work. When the infringer disregards that right, he creates an inequality. The infringer bypasses the market, causing the author to lose revenue while the infringer copies the work without paying a license fee. The law tries to eradicate the wrongful losses and wrongful gains, and to restore the parties to their original positions. This process upholds the author's status as a legitimate rights holder whose rights deserve the infringer's respect.
Sadly, lawmakers and scholars often forget about corrective justice. Because copyright is understood in wholly instrumental terms, the noneconomic function of copyright litigation sometimes goes forgotten. This is seen in the three cases discussed in Part III:
270.
See supra Parts III.A-B.
